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Nominated Property and Buffer Zone

LOCATION OF NOMINATED PROPERTY AND BUFFER ZONE IN THE CITY OF ERBIL
NOMINATION OF ERBIL CITADEL (KURDISTAN, IRAQ) FOR INSCRIPTION ON THE UNESCO'S WORLD HERITAGE LIST

2010 satellite image of nominated property

GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES
1: N 36° 11' 36" – E 44° 00’ 33"
2: N 36° 11' 28" – E 44° 00’ 42"
3: N 36° 11' 22" – E 44° 00’ 33"
4: N 36° 11' 28" – E 44° 00’ 22"
5: N 36° 11' 28" – E 44° 00’ 33"

OVERALL AREAS
Tell (base): 155,930 sq m, 15.59 ha
Citadel (top): 108,575 sq m, 10.85 ha
Numbering system

A new base map has been prepared in the framework of the Conservation and Rehabilitation Master Plan (CRMP), for the purposes of overall site conservation planning.

The new base map has then been used as a base for the contour map and the other thematic base maps which illustrate the CRMP reports. This map is adopted also as a base map for the Management Plan.

Consistently with the new updated map and with the survey and inventory of 320 graded buildings of the Citadel, a new sequence of numbers has therefore been established by the CRMP and further developed by the HECER:

- **Big numbers in block**: building blocks
- **Small numbers in block**: 320 graded buildings and public/religious structures
- **Small numbers in red and tagged with a S**: ungraded structures and plots
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NOMINATED PROPERTY WITH BUILDING GRADING

Grade of buildings
- Grade 1 (very important): 11 buildings
- Grade 2 (important): 82 buildings
- Grade 3 (less important): 227 buildings
- Public structures: 16
- Ungraded shacks: 252 structures/plots

Map 8: Nominated property with building grading

High Commission for Erbil Citadel Revitalization
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Management of the Buffer Area of the Erbil Citadel

According to the MOU signed between the Erbil Governor, Mr. Nawzad Hadi Maasood and the Director of the UNESCO-Iraq Office, Mr. Mohamed Elkhil, to implement a project for establishing guidelines for managing the historical city center of Erbil ensuring that future development of the city would not negatively impact the Citadel and its nomination on the World Heritage List, nor the surrounding urban heritage.
Management of the Buffer Area of the Erbil Citadel

According to the MOU signed between the Erbil Governor, Mr. Nechad Hadi Mosalloon and the Director of the UNESCO-Iraq Office, Mr. Mohamed Yaskan, to implement a project for establishing guidelines for managing the historical city center of Erbil assuring that future development of the city would not negatively impact the Citadel and its nomination on the World Heritage List, not the surrounding urban heritage.
According to the MOU signed between the Erbil Governor, Mr. Nazeem Hadi Mawlood and the Director of the UNESCO-Iraq Office, Mr. Mohamed Syed, to implement a project for establishing guidelines for managing the historical city center of Erbil assuring that future development of the city would not negatively impact the Citadel and its nomination on the World Heritage List, nor the surrounding urban heritage.

Legend

- Red: Buffer zone A
- Blue: Buffer zone B
- Red: Erbil Citadel
- Dark Red: High Quality Heritage Buildings
- Dark Brown: Heritage Buildings
- Green: Vernacular Buildings
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URBAN DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR THE BUFFER ZONE OF ERBIL CITADEL
According to the MOU signed between the Erbil Governor, Mr. Naimed Rezi Mawlood and the Director of the UNESCO-Iraq Office, Mr. Mohammed Djelid, to implement a project for establishing guidelines for managing the historical city center of Erbil assuring that future development of the city would not negatively impact the Citadel and its nomination on the World Heritage List, nor the surrounding urban heritage.
Management of the Buffer Area of the Erbil Citadel

According to the MoU signed between the Erbil Governorate, Mr. Nawaad Hadil Mashoof and the Director of the UNESCO-Iraq Office, Mr. Mohamed Syed, to implement a project for establishing guidelines for managing the historical city center of Erbil ensuring that future development of the city would not negatively impact the Citadel and its nomination on the World Heritage List, nor the surrounding urban heritage.

Legend
- Red: Buffer zone A
- Blue: Buffer zone B
- Erbil Citadel
- Transitional Areas (TR)
- Heritage building transitional

TRANSITIONAL AREAS
GENERAL

URBAN DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR THE BUFFER ZONE OF ERBIL CITADEL
Management of the Buffer Area of the Erbil Citadel

According to the MOU signed between the Erbil Governor, Mr. Nawzad Hadi Maalood and the Director of the UNESCO-Iraq Office, Mr. Mohamed Abdal, to implement a project for establishing guidelines for managing the historical city center of Erbil ensuring that future development of the city would not negatively impact the Citadel and its nomination on the World Heritage List, nor the surrounding urban heritage.

Legend
- Red: Buffer zone A
- Blue: Buffer zone B
- Grey: Erbil Citadel
- Orange: Remodeling Area (RE)

REMODELLING AREAS GENERAL

URBAN DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR THE BUFFER ZONE OF ERBIL CITADEL
According to the MOU signed between the Erbil Governorate, Mr. Nowcid Hadi Mahlood and the Director of the UNESCO-Iraq Office, Mr. Mohamed Saleh, to implement a project for establishing guidelines for managing the historical city center of Erbil ensuring that future development of the city would not negatively impact the Citadel and its nomination on the World Heritage List, nor the surrounding urban heritage.

Legend
- Buffer zone A
- Buffer zone B
- Erbil Citadel
- Urban Corridor Areas (UC)
Management of the Buffer Area of the Erbil Citadel

According to the MOU signed between the Erbil Governor, Mr. Naseer Hadi Maxool and the Director of the UNESCO-Iraq Office, Mr. Mohamed Dindeel, to implement a project for establishing guidelines for managing the historical city center of Erbil ensuring that future development of the city would not negatively impact the Citadel and its nomination on the World Heritage list, nor the surrounding urban heritage.
According to the MOU signed between the Erbil Governor, Mr. Nawzad Hadi Mustafa, and the Director of the UNESCO-Iraq Office, Mr. Mohamed Qubadi, to implement a project for establishing guidelines for managing the historical city center of Erbil ensuring that future development of the city would not negatively impact the Citadel and its nomination on the World Heritage List, nor the surrounding urban heritage.
Management of the Buffer Area of the Erbil Citadel

According to the MOU signed between the Erbil Governorate, Mr. Nawzid Ilahi Masood and the Director of the UNESCO Iraq Office, Mr. Mohamed Harbi, to implement a project for establishing guidelines for managing the historical city center of Erbil assuring that future development of the city would not negatively impact the Citadel and its nomination on the World Heritage List, nor the surrounding urban heritage.
According to the MOU signed between the Erbil Governor, Mr. Nawzad Hadi Mustood and the Director of the UNESCO-Iraq Office, Mr. Mohamed Derfal, to implement a project for establishing guidelines for managing the historical city center of Erbil ensuring that future development of the city would not negatively impact the Citadel and its nomination on the World Heritage List, nor the surrounding urban heritage.

Legend
- Buffer zone A
- Buffer zone B
- Erbil Citadel
- New Open Spaces
- Park
- Cemeteries

URBAN DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR THE BUFFER ZONE OF ERBIL CITADEL

A.R.S. Progetti S.P.A. Ambiti Urbanistici Sviluppo Sostenibile
Management of the Buffer Area of the Erbil Citadel

According to the MOU signed between the Erbil Governorate, Mr. Nawzad Hadi Mustood and the Director of the UNESCO-Iraq Office, Mr. Mohamed Daqul, to implement a project for establishing guidelines for managing the historical city center of Erbil assuring that future development of the city would not negatively impact the Citadel and its nomination on the World Heritage List, nor the surrounding urban heritage.

Legend
- Buffer zone A
- Buffer zone B
- Erbil Citadel
- New parking areas
- Existing vacant land potentially to be transformed in new building, open spaces or parking

URBAN DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR THE BUFFER ZONE OF ERBIL CITADEL

DRAWING 2.53

Kurdistan Regional Government
Ministry of Municipalities and Tourism

Erbil Governorate

PARKING AREAS

A.R.S. Progetti S.P.A.
Assistance Realizzazione Sistemi
According to the MOU signed between the Erbil Governor, Mr. Nasef al-Hadi Mustfood and the Director of the UNESCO-Iraq Office, Mr. Mohamed Sbili, to implement a project for establishing guidelines for managing the historical city center of Erbil ensuring that future development of the city would not negatively impact the Citadel and its nomination on the World Heritage List, nor the surrounding urban heritage.
According to the MOU signed between the Erbil Governor, Mr. Nazeer Alzaidi, and the Director of the UNESCO-Iraq Office, Mr. Mohammed Alkil, to implement a project for establishing guidelines for managing the historical city center of Erbil ensuring that future development of the city would not negatively impact the Citadel and its nomination on the World Heritage List, nor the surrounding urban heritage.
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Maintenance, emergency and preventive conservation activities conducted by the HCECR

Works executed:
- shoring (racking, flying and dead shores)
- buttressing
- repairing brick walls
- re-screeding roofs
- stitching cracks
- capping wall tops
- cleaning roofs and adjusting slopes
- temporary protection to roofs (plastic sheets)
- removing cement plaster
- re-pointing of brick joints
- selective removal of later additions
- re-opening of blocked elements (windows, doors, arches, niches)
- removing debris
- replacing / installing wooden beams
- repairing roof cavities
- dismantling recent roofing layers
- other interventions
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Architectural Documentation

- Yellow: Building documentation by CCD
- Orange: Building documentation by Ines
- Red: Building documentation by CIAH
- Green: Building documentation by HCECR
- Blue: Documentation of building details by HCECR
- Pink: Building documentation by other parties
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**HCECR's Projects**
- Completed rehabilitation project (4 houses)
- Ongoing rehabilitation project (19 houses)
- Ongoing study (2 houses and Grand Gate)

**UNESCO's Projects**
- Completed Projects
  - Urgent preventive works of four houses - 1st group (4 houses)
- Ongoing Projects
  - Urgent preventive works of four houses - 2nd group (4 houses)
  - Studies for conservation and restoration of 8 groups of buildings (18 houses)
  - Studies for the consolidation of the slope and its adjacent façades

**Other Parties’ Projects**
- Ongoing rehabilitation project (2 houses)
- Ongoing study (3 houses)

MAP 11 NOMINATED PROPERTY WITH REHABILITATION PROJECTS
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